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       Scala is a multi-paradigm programming language designed to be concise and type-safe for easy and fast creation of component software, combining functional and object-oriented programming capabilities.     
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For those who are thinking about changing their specialization or are just starting their career as a programmer, I will give a few remarks from “Toaster”.




HaruAtari:





I’ve been writing in php for many years, I’m tired of it. Now I’m retraining myself to be a Scala developer. So far so good, the language is great. Plus compatibility with Java libraries.






But today I went to hh.ru and out of curiosity looked at the number of vacancies for Java / Scala developers. Scala – 47, Java – 705. After that I thought a little. Can I even find a job in this language? Are there any prospects for learning Scala as the main language now. Are there any prospects for such an investment of energy? Or just java?




jkotkot:





No one needs a Scala developer without knowledge of Java. If you do not understand how different open source Java libraries work and work, then you will never become all the necessary professional in this field.






opium:





For us, Scala in the coming years is a dead market, we need to look either at foreign freelancing or at vacancies abroad.










gurinderu:





Why are you so upset? Scala-developers are several times less than Java, and therefore the spread is such. She will be in demand unambiguously.






mrRontgen:




The lack of 100,500 vacancies on hh is not a reason to panic. The language is young, but it is gaining momentum very rapidly. As far as I know, Huawei is starting to saw integration solutions on our Scala (instead of Oracle products). So it’s not that bad.





Odersky and the company have very great prospects and ambitions. So, in my opinion, Scala (or its “updates”) will still surprise programmers!
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                            Higher-order function
			Сan take other functions as parameters or return a function as a result. This is possible because functions are first-class objects in Scala. The terminology may seem a little confusing at this stage, we use the following phrase “higher order function” for both methods and functions that can take other functions as parameters, or return functions as a result.



		
                        
      
                         
                     
                           
                        
                            Converting Methods to Functions
			It is also possible to pass methods as arguments to higher-order functions, since the Scala compiler can convert a method to a function.
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